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The in vivo pathogenicity, transmissibility, and fitness of the severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) Omicron (B.1.1.529) variant are not well understood. We compared these
virological attributes of this new variant of concern (VOC) with those of the Delta (B.1.617.2) variant
in a Syrian hamster model of COVID-19. Omicron-infected hamsters lost significantly less body weight
and exhibited reduced clinical scores, respiratory tract viral burdens, cytokine and chemokine
dysregulation, and lung damage than Delta-infected hamsters. Both variants were highly transmissible
through contact transmission. In noncontact transmission studies Omicron demonstrated similar or
higher transmissibility than Delta. Delta outcompeted Omicron without selection pressure, but this
scenario changed once immune selection pressure with neutralizing antibodies—active against Delta but
poorly active against Omicron—was introduced. Next-generation vaccines and antivirals effective
against this new VOC are therefore urgently needed.

S
evere acute respiratory syndrome coro-
navirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) was first iden-
tified in late 2019 and quickly developed
into the most important global health
challenge in recent decades (1–3). Despite

rapid generation of vaccines and antivirals and
global implementation of various nonpharma-
ceutical public healthmeasures, the coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic continues
nearly 2 years after the emergence of more var-
iants of concern (VOC) exhibiting enhanced
immunoevasiveness and/or transmissibility (4).
TheAlpha (B.1.1.7) variant emerged inmid-2020
and quickly outcompeted the Beta (B.1.351)
variant (5, 6). The Delta (B.1.617.2) variant with
its enhanced transmissibility and moderate
level of antibody resistance has subsequently
replaced the Alpha variant since mid-2021.
The Omicron (B.1.1.529) variant, first iden-

tified in South Africa in November 2021, has
now affected at least 149 countries (7, 8). This
new VOC has a notably high number ofmuta-
tions (>30) at the spike, which significantly
reduces the neutralizing activity of vaccine-
induced serum antibodies as well as therapeu-
tic monoclonal antibodies (9–15). Preliminary
analyses of the severity of infections caused

by Omicron compared with previous variants
as determined by hospitalization rates have
been inconclusive, with some showing reduced
hospitalization rates and others showing a lack
of significant difference (16). What is more
apparent from early epidemiological data is
that Omicron is spreading rapidly even in
populations with high uptake rates of two-
dose COVID-19 vaccinations (17, 18). How-
ever, whether this is a result of the intrinsic
transmissibility of Omicron or other extrinsic
environmental and social factors is unknown.
At present, the in vivo pathogenicity, trans-
missibility, and fitness of Omicron is poorly
understood. We investigated these virological
attributes of Omicron by comparing them
with those of Delta in a Syrian hamstermodel
of COVID-19, which closely simulates non-
lethal human disease and has been widely
used to study various aspects of SARS-CoV-2
infection biology (19–25).
We first compared the clinical signs, viral

burden, and cytokine and chemokine profiles
of Omicron andDelta in our hamsters (Fig. 1A),
finding that Omicron-infected animals showed
limited reductions in body weight (<5%) (Fig.
1B). Furthermore, their clinical scores were

significantly lower than those of the Delta-
infected hamsters (Fig. 1C). Early after infec-
tion [2 days post infection (dpi)], the viral loads
and infectious virus titers of the two variants
in the nasal turbinates and trachea were sim-
ilar but the lung viral loads and virus titers were
significantly lower in the Omicron- than Delta-
infected hamsters (Fig. 1, D and E). During the
acute (4 dpi) and regenerative (7 dpi) phases of
infection, the viral burden of Omicron became
consistently lower than that ofDelta throughout
the upper and lower respiratory tract (Fig. 1,
D and E). At 7 dpi, the viral titers in the trachea
and lungs were already below the detection
limit [<100 plaque-forming units (PFU)/g] in the
Omicron-infected hamsters. Earlier clearance
of virus shedding in oral swabs (fig. S1A) and
feces (fig. S1B) were observed in the Omicron-
infected hamsters. Consistent with these find-
ings, the Omicron-infected hamsters generally
expressed lower levels of inflammatory cyto-
kine and chemokine genes (Fig. 1F) and/or
proteins (fig. S2) between 2 and 7 dpi. At 7 dpi,
the dysregulated inflammatory cytokine and
chemokine response was almost completely
normalized in the Omicron-infected hamsters.
The antibody response against the variant-
specific spike receptor-binding domain (RBD)
of the Omicron-infected hamsters was also sig-
nificantly lower than that of the Delta-infected
hamsters (fig. S3).
The lung sections of the Omicron-infected

hamsters collected at 2 dpi showed alveolar
wall congestionwhereasDelta-infectedhamsters
exhibited more severe and diffuse peribron-
chiolar and alveolar inflammatory infiltrates
(fig. S4). At 4 dpi, both groups of hamsters
exhibited bronchiolar epithelial destruction
and peribronchiolar and perivascular inflam-
matory infiltrates. However, the pathological
changes in the Delta-infected hamsters were
more diffuse than the Omicron-infected ham-
sters. At 7 dpi, the lung sections of theOmicron-
infected hamsters appeared mostly normal
whereas those of the Delta-infected hamsters
continued to exhibit blood vessel congestion
and alveolar wall inflammatory infiltration.
This suggested that lung damage was resolved
more quickly in the Omicron-infected ham-
sters. The histological scores were significantly
lower in the Omicron-infected hamsters be-
tween2 and 7dpi. Additionally, viral nucleocap-
sid proteins were more abundantly expressed
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Fig. 1. Pathogenicity of Omicron and Delta in the Syrian hamster model
of COVID-19. (A) Scheme of the pathogenicity study comparing infections
caused by Omicron and Delta in Syrian hamsters. At 0 dpi each hamster was
intranasally inoculated with SARS-CoV-2 (n = 15 for each variant). In the
first independent experiment, the hamsters (n = 5 for each variant) were kept
alive for body weight and clinical score monitoring in (B and C). (B) Body
weight changes (n = 5 male hamsters per variant, Student’s t test). (C)
Clinical scores. A score of 1 was given for each of the following clinical signs:
lethargy, ruffled fur, hunchback posture, and rapid breathing (n = 5 male
hamsters per variant, two-tailed Mann-Whitney U test). In the second
independent experiment, the hamsters were sacrificed at 2, 4, and 7 dpi for

analysis in (D to F) (n = 5 including 3 male and 2 female hamsters per variant
per time point). (D) Respiratory tract tissue infectious virus titers and
(E) viral loads (Student’s t test). The dotted line in (D) represents the limit
of detection of the plaque assay (100 PFU/g). (F) Lung cytokine and
chemokine gene expression profiles (Student’s t test). Values on the y axis
represent the changes in Omicron- or Delta-infected relative to mock-infected
samples (drawn in log10 scale). Black dots indicate the mock-infected
group (n = 5 per time point, including 3 male hamsters as indicated by
black dots and 2 female hamsters as indicated by white dots). Data represent
mean ± standard deviation. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P <
0.0001. n.s., not significant. Actb, beta-actin; I.N., intranasal.
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in the lung sections of the Delta-infected than
Omicron-infected hamsters throughout 2 to
7 dpi (fig. S5). Similarly, the Omicron-infected
hamsters generally showed less severe histo-
pathological changes (fig. S6) and less abun-
dant viral nucleocapsid protein expression
(fig. S7) in their nasal turbinates than the
Delta-infected hamsters from 4 to 7 dpi. Thus,
Omicron exhibits attenuated pathogenicity in
Syrian hamsters compared with Delta.
Another key question we sought to answer

was the comparative transmissibility of Omi-
cron and Delta in vivo. To this end, we first
cohoused six index SARS-CoV-2–challenged
hamsters (n=3 for each variant) with six naïve
hamsters for 4 hours in a 1:1 ratio (Fig. 2A).
The experiment was repeated twice. All index
hamsters had similar nasal wash virus titers
at 1 dpi (Fig. 2B). All 12 naïve hamsters were
found to be infected 2 days after exposure (Fig.
2C), indicating that both variants are highly
transmissible through close contact. Themean
virus titer in the lungs of Delta-infected naïve

hamsters was significantly higher than that
of Omicron-infected naïve hamsters (fig. S8).
Next, we randomly grouped 42 hamsters into
six groups of index and naïve hamsters (1:6
ratio) in our established noncontact transmis-
sion system;we then repeated the experiment
twice (total n = 84) (Fig. 2D) (20). The ham-
sters were sacrificed at 2 dpi (index) or 2 days
after exposure to index (naïve). All index ham-
sters were successfully infected with similarly
high nasal wash virus titers at 1 dpi (Fig. 2E).
All 12 cages, including 30 out of 36 (83.3%)
Omicron-exposed and 24 out of 36 (66.7%)
Delta-exposed naïve hamsters became infected
(Fig. 2F). Although the sample size was under-
powered to reach statistical significance (P =
0.173, chi-square test), the transmission rate
of Omicron was consistently ~10 to 20% higher
than that of Delta in both rounds of exper-
iments if the individual numbers of RT-PCR–
positive naïve hamsters were counted.
To investigate why Omicron emerged as the

dominant circulating SARS-CoV-2 variant, we

compared its fitness with that of Delta. Con-
sistent with our recent preliminary findings
at an early time point, Delta consistently ex-
hibited a significant fitness advantage over
Omicron for up to 72 hours post infection
in vitro (fig. S9, A and B) (26). However, this
scenario changed when selection pressure by
vaccinated sera containing antibodies with
reduced anti-Omicron but preserved anti-
Delta neutralizing activity was present (fig.
S9C), with Omicron significantly outcompet-
ing Delta (fig. S9, D to F). We next validated
our in vitro findings with in vivo competi-
tion models. We included both nonvaccinated
(Fig. 3A) and vaccinated (Fig. 3B) index ham-
sters and intranasally challenged them with
the two variants (1:1 ratio). The vaccinated
index hamsters were observed 100 days after
vaccination with an inactivated SARS-CoV-2
vaccine and showed waning serum antibody
responses in comparison with the peak activity
at 28 days postvaccination (Fig. 3C). Their
serum-neutralizing antibody activity against
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Fig. 2. Contact and noncontact transmission of Omicron and Delta among
Syrian hamsters. (A) Scheme of the contact transmission study. (B) The nasal
wash infectious virus titers in the intranasally SARS-CoV-2–challenged index
hamsters at 1 dpi were determined by plaque assay to ensure successful infection of
animals. Data represent mean ± standard deviation of the pooled results of two
independent experiments (n = 3 animals per group per experiment, Student’s t test).
(C) Positive rates of infection among the naïve hamsters after exposure to either
Omicron or Delta in two independent experiments (n = 3 animals per group per
experiment). Red hamsters indicate those that were infected. (D) Scheme of the

noncontact transmission study. (E) Nasal wash infectious virus titers in the intranasally
SARS-CoV-2–challenged index hamsters at 1 dpi. Data represent mean ± standard
deviation of the pooled results of two independent experiments (n = 3 animals
per group per experiment, Student’s t test). (F) Positive rates of infection among
the naïve hamsters after exposure to either Omicron or Delta (n = 18 animals
per group per experiment, Student’s t test). Brown hamsters indicate those that
were not infected and red hamsters indicate those that were infected, as in (C). In
both contact and noncontact transmission studies, hamsters with Ct value ≤40
in either nasal turbinates or lungs were considered infected. n.s., not significant.
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Omicron was markedly lower than Delta (Fig.
3D). In the nonvaccinated index hamsters,
Delta significantly outcompeted Omicron. By
contrast, Omicron exhibited a marked fitness
advantage over Delta in the vaccinated index
hamsters (Fig. 3E and fig. S10). Delta similarly
outcompeted Omicron in naïve hamsters that
were exposed to nonvaccinated index hamsters.
By contrast, when naïve hamsters were ex-
posed to vaccinated index hamsters the repli-
cation advantage of Delta was significantly
diminished (Fig. 3F). Thus, Delta shows a
fitness advantage over Omicron in the absence
of selection pressure. Under immune selection
pressure, however, Omicron becomes the domi-
nant variant causing infection.
Novel SARS-CoV-2 variants will continue to

emerge as long as the virus maintains its wide
circulation among humans and nonhuman
mammals. Although it has recently become
clear that Omicron exhibits immune evasion
to most existing anti–SARS-CoV-2 therapeutic
monoclonal antibodies and vaccine-induced
neutralizing antibodies (9–15), understanding
of the in vivo pathogenicity, transmissibility,
and fitness of this VOC remains incomplete. In

the pathogenicity study we demonstrated that
although the viral load and infectious virus
titer of the two variants were similar in the
nasal turbinates and trachea, Omicron is sig-
nificantly less replicative in the lungs even at
the early post infection stage (2 dpi). Omicron
also consistently induces less cytokine and
chemokine dysregulation and tissue damage
in the lungs. In human lung–derived Calu-3
cells, Omicron shows reduced replication com-
pared with Delta and the D614G strain in
pseudovirus and/or live virus assays (26, 27).
Moreover, the Omicron spike exhibits reduced
receptor binding and fusogenicity as well as
S1 subunit shedding in vitro (26, 27). A recent
study using an ex vivo lung organ culturemodel
showed that Omicron exhibits enhanced repli-
cation comparedwithDelta in the bronchi (28).
This differs from the findings of the present
study and recently reported animal model
data which show that Omicron is generally
less replicative than Delta throughout the
upper and lower respiratory tract (29, 30).
This apparent discrepancy may be caused
by different study models and conditions.
Our in vivo findings help explain the obser-

vations in early epidemiological studies that
report lower rates of hospitalization caused
by Omicron compared with Delta (16, 31).
The shorter duration of virus shedding in oral
swabs and feces of Omicron-infected ham-
sters may also have implications for infection
control of Omicron-infected patients should
the same viral shedding pattern be confirmed
in humans.
The transmissibility of Omicron is a key

factor in optimizing public health control
measures and predicting the evolution of the
pandemic. Recent epidemiological studies
have suggested that Omicronmay be spreading
even faster (up to 4.2 times) than Delta in its
early stage (32). The estimated effective repro-
ductive number (Rt) of Omicron in South Africa
and theUK is 2.5 to 3.7, with a doubling time of
3 days (33). Our head-to-head comparison showed
that Omicron exhibits similar or higher trans-
missibility than Delta through both contact
and noncontact transmission despite gener-
ally having lower respiratory tract viral loads.
Other factors such as the efficiency of the var-
iants in entering cells and their ability to re-
main as infectious particles in aerosols or on
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Fig. 3. Comparative in vivo fitness of Omicron and Delta in Syrian hamsters.
Schemes of the in vivo competition models with (A) nonvaccinated and
(B) vaccinated index hamsters. (C) The hamster serum samples (n = 6) were
collected at the indicated days following vaccination for detection of antibody against
wild-type SARS-CoV-2 spike receptor-binding domain (RBD) (HKU-001a strain,
GenBank accession number: MT230904) with an enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (Student’s t test). (D) The neutralizing activity of the vaccinated hamster

serum samples (n = 6) collected at day 100 after vaccination against authentic
Omicron and Delta using a microneutralization assay. ID50, 50% inhibitory dose.
(E) The Omicron-to-Delta ratios in the nasal turbinate, trachea, and lung of
the nonvaccinated and vaccinated index hamsters, and those of the (F) naïve
hamsters exposed to the nonvaccinated or vaccinated index hamsters (Student’s
t test). Data represent mean ± standard deviation of the results of n = 6 biological
replicates. **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001.
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inanimate surfaces for prolonged periods
should be investigated (34).
To provide insight on the replacement of

Delta byOmicron as the dominant SARS-CoV-2
variant, we compared their fitness in cell cul-
ture and hamster models. Notably, the rapidly
disseminating Omicron was consistently out-
competedbyDelta in vitro and innonvaccinated
hamsters, which may be the result of its un-
usually high number of genetic mutations.
Omicron exhibits a significant fitness advan-
tage over Delta under selection pressure in vitro
in the presence of vaccinated serumand in ham-
sters with waning serum-neutralizing antibody
levels. These findings help explain why Omicron
has outcompeted Delta and has become the
predominant SARS-CoV-2 strain especially
in populations with high rates of previous
infection and/or vaccination with first gen-
eration COVID-19 vaccines eliciting subop-
timal anti-Omicron neutralizing antibody
responses. However, our findings should be
interpreted carefully and should not be con-
sidered as evidence against COVID-19 vac-
cination. By contrast, our findings in hamsters
with waning serum-neutralizing antibody
>3 months after vaccination are supportive of
booster vaccines because recent data have
shown that antibody neutralization is mostly
restored by mRNA vaccine booster doses (35).
Our study has certain limitations. The trans-

mission rate of SARS-CoV-2 may vary according
to different durations of exposure and diag-
nostic criteria applied. We selected 6 hours of
noncontact transmission to simulate the real-
life scenarios of RT-PCR testing after being
exposed to an infected index patient within the
same facility for a routine business day and on
medium-haul flights. It would be worthwhile to
compare the transmissibility of Omicron and
Delta after different durations of exposure; it
may also be important to investigate the path-
ogenicity and transmissibility of Omicron in
additional animal models as each model has
its own advantages and disadvantages in re-
capitulating human disease.
In summary, the present study shows that

despite comparatively lower pathogenicity
than Delta, Omicron undoubtedly still causes
obvious disease in infected hosts. Taking into
consideration Omicron’s high transmissibil-
ity, our findings highlight the urgent need for
next-generation COVID-19 vaccines and broad-
spectrum therapeutics, aswell as improve upon
nonpharmaceutical measures to reduce acute
and chronic disease burden (Long Covid) on
the general public and healthcare facilities.
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Pathogenicity, transmissibility, and fitness of SARS-CoV-2 Omicron in Syrian
hamsters
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Delta and Omicron go toe to toe
There is growing evidence that the Omicron variant of concern (VOC) is more transmissible and infectious than
previous iterations of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2. Yuan et al. compared Syrian hamsters
exposed to either Omicron or Delta VOCs. Animals infected with Omicron showed lower respiratory tract viral
burdens and reduced clinical severity. Nevertheless, Omicron was at least as transmissible as Delta, if not more so.
When animals were challenged with a mixture of both variants, Delta outcompeted Omicron in naïve hamsters. This
competitive advantage disappeared, however, in vaccinated animals. Moreover, vaccinated hamsters were better than
unvaccinated animals at transmitting Omicron to co-housed companions. This work helps to clarify how Omicron might
have gone on to become the predominant strain in populations with high rates of previous infection and vaccination. —
STS
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